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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {X, Y} such that there is a matching 
which matches Y with a subset of X. Let .jfe be a matroid on X, and for each positive 
integer k, let .~¢,(k) be the matroid on X which is the union of ~ '  with itself k times. 
The G-induced chromatic number of .~' is the smallest integer p such that Y is an 
independent set of the induced matroid (.xr(p))G. This chromatic number gives rise to 
a partition of IYI called the G-induced chromatic partition. This partition majorizes 
partitions corresponding to other induced partitions, of Y. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Throughout, X and Y denote disjoint finite sets, and G denotes a 
bipartite graph with bipartition {X, Y}. For A c Y, 8(A) denotes the set of 
neighbors of A, that is, the set of vertices x ¢ X such that {x, y} is an edge 
of G for at least one vertex y e A. For a e Y we write 8(a) instead a({a}). 
A matching of G is a set F of pail-wise disjoint edges of G. We can regard a 
matching as a one-to-one mapping of a set A of vertices of Y onto a set A' 
of vertices of X; we say that F matches A and A', and we write F(A) in 
place of A'. Using this functional notation, we also write F(P)  to denote the 
set matched by F with P for each subset P of A, and for each subset P' of 
A' we write F - I (P  ') to denote the set P such that F(P)  = P'. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of matroids 
that can be found in Welsh [5], Aigner [1], Recski [4], and Oxley [3]. 
Let ~t" =Jt ' (X)  be a matroid on X with rank function t9. We write 
A eJ~" provided A is an independent set of J~'. The subsets A of Y which 
can be matched with a subset of X that is independent in J~" are the 
independent sets of a matroid J~'c =-4tc(Y ) on Y, the induced matroid on Y 
by G from J¢', and we denote its rank function by Pc. It is well known that 
pc(A) = min{ p(a(Z)  + IA \Z I}  (A ~ Y). 
Zc_A 
Thus a subset A of Y is independent in Jtc if and only if 
p (8 (Z) )  >tlZ] for all ZcA .  
Now let k be a positive integer, let .~¢1 . . . . .  ,j~ck be matroids on X, and 
let Jt rl v ... v Jr "k be their union. Thus .~1  V "'" V . .~  k is a matroid on X 
whose independent sets are those subsets of X which can be expressed in the 
form X l t_J ... t2 X k where X ~ ~J~'~ for i = 1 . . . . .  k. We may consider the 
induced matroid (j¢,1 v ... v Mk)G on Y by G from the union .gel V ... v 
~r k. We may also consider the union M~ v ... v~'~ of the matroids on Y 
induced by G from j~,l . . . . .  jC, k, respectively. It easily follows that A 
(~¢t "1 V ..- VjC'k)c implies A ~J~'d V "" VJ~'c k, but the converse does not 
hold in general. 
EXAMI~LE. Let X = {xl, x2, x3, x4, xs}, where {xl, x2, x3} is a basis of 
vectors in the real vector space ~3 and where x 4 = 2x 3 and x 5 = 3x 3. Let 
J~" be the vectorial matroid on X, that is, the matroid whose independent sets 
are the linearly independent sets of vectors in X. Let Y = { Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4, 
Y5}, and consider the bipartite graph pictured in Figure 1. Then {Yl, Y2, Y3} 
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and {Y4, Ys} are independent sets of the matroid .4¢' c, and hence Y is an 
independent set of the matroid .Jtr c v.~tr c. However, Y is not an independent 
set of the matroid (~t r v.J¢') c, since the rank of ~ v.J¢' is 4 [and hence the 
rank of (.~" v~¢')~ can be at most 4, and indeed in 4]. 
Let i be a positive integer. We denote the matroid union ~tr v ..- v.ar 
(i~¢"s) by ~f,(o and denote its rank function by p(O. We define .~,(0) to be 
the matroid whose only independent set is ~, and we denote its rank function 
by p(0). Let A ___ X. In Dias da Silva [2], a coloring of A (with respect to the 
matroid ~¢') is a partition of A into (nonempty) sets each of which is an 
independent set of ~tr. If the number of sets in the partition is i, then 
A ~.av(0. The chromatic number (or covering number) of ~ is the smallest 
integer k = X(~ p') such that X ~.~,(k). The chromatic number of ~ is finite 
if and only if ~ has no loops. The following result is an easy generalization f
Proposition 1 in [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a basis of  the matroid union .~1 v ... v~ "k. 
Then there exists a partition {A 1 . . . . .  A k} of  B such that A~ ~/~,t and 
A 1 U "'" U A i is a basis of ~,1 v ... V.~ "i fo r  each i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
A partition of a positive integer m is a sequence ot = (a  1 . . . . .  ~k) of 
nonnegative integers with a 1 ~> ..- >t a k and IT 1 "l- " "  q-O/k = m. We do 
not distinguish between two partitions which differ only in the number of 
trailing zeros. Let (/31 . . . . .  /3 z) be a partition of a positive integer n. Then we 
write a >-/3 provided that 
t t 
E/3,, 
i= l  i=1  
t = 1 . . . . .  max{k ,  l} .  
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If a and /3 are partitions of the same integer and a >-/3, then t~ majorizes 
/3 and we write a ~/3. 
Assume henceforth that the matroid .~'(X) has no loops and let ~(.~') = 
k. It follows from Theorem 1 that the sequence 
- x) ,  x )  - p( ' (  x )  . . . . .  x )  - 
(:) 
is a partition of IX I, called the chromatic partition of .Jr  [By replacing k in 
(1) with IxI we obtain a partition of IxI which differs from (1) only in that it 
has, in general, trailing zeros.] 
Let /z = ( IX1 . . . . .  Ixr) be a partition of I X I. Then a Ix-coloring of ~ is a 
partition of X into sets X 1 . . . . .  X~ where X~ ~.Jt" and IX, I = Ix, for each 
i=1 . . . . .  r. 
THEOREM 2 [2]. Let IX = (IX1 . . . . .  IX~) be a partition of IxI. Then .~" 
has a Ix-coloring if and only if pA ~ ix. 
Theorem 1 applies, of course, to the union .~'~ V ... V.~¢ 'd of induced 
matroids. The following theorem is the analogue for the induced matroid of a 
matroid union. 
THEOREM 3. Let B be a basis of the induced matroid (~t "1 V ... V~l~k)c. 
Then there exists a partition { A 1 . . . . .  A k} of B and a matching F which 
matches B with F(B) such that 
(i) A 1 U ... U A i is a basis of (.~'~ v .-. v .~'9 c and 
(ii) F(A,) ~.~v' 
for each i = 1 . . . . .  k 
We now assume that the bipartite graph G has the property that there 
exists a matching F which matches Y with a subset of X, and for brevity we 
say that G has a total matching. Since ~ has no loops, X(.,¢') < oo. The 
existence of F implies that 8(a) 4: ~ for each a ~ Y, and since ~ has no 
loops, X(.~'G)< 0o [in fact, X(~rc) is the smallest integer 1 such that 
Y ~ (.~rc)(l)]. For each nonnegative integer i, let po) denote the rank 
function of the induced matroid (.,¢,o))s(y). The existence of F also implies 
that there is an integer i such that Y ~ (~tr°)) c. The G-induced chromatic 
number of .Jr is the smallest integer p = Xs(.~tr) such that p~Y)(Y) = IYI, 
that is, Y ~ (.K(P)) c. 
If A _ X, then ~'(A) denotes the matroid .~'(X) restricted to A. It 
follows easily that ~¢,0)(A) = (.4¢'(A)) 0) for each nonnegative integer i. 
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THEOnEM 4. AsSUme that the bipartite graph G has a total matching. 
Let p = XG(.Ct'). Then the sequence 
pG - /  = (o (1) (y )  - p(Go)(y),  o (2 ) (Y )  - p(G1)(y) . . . . .  ~(GP) (Y )  - -  D(GP-1) (y ) )  
(2) 
is a partition of IY I. Moreover, if r is a matching satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 3 with k = Xc(.~tP'), then p~ = p~(ro')). In particular p~ = p~ if 
and only if I X I = I Y I. 
We call the partition (2) the G-induced chromatic partition of .4¢'. It is not 
difficult to verify that, under the assumptions of Theorem 4, the chromatic 
partition p~ of .4¢', the chromatic partition pA~ of the induced matroid -~'c, 
and the G-induced chromatic partition pff of the matroid .K satisfy 
p~'>- p~ and p~'c ~ p~. 
Let u = (u t . . . . .  u s) be a partition of IYI. A G-induced u-coloring of .A" 
is a partition of Y into sets Y1 . . . . .  Ys where (i) IY~I --- v~ for i = 1 . . . . .  s and 
(ii) there is a total matching F of G such that F(Y i) ~¢ '  for i = 1 . . . . .  s. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that the bipartite graph G has a total matching. 
Let v be a partition of I Y I. Then there is a G-induced u-coloring of all" if and 
only if 
2. PROOFS 
In this section we give the proofs of Theorems 3, 4, and 5. These proofs 
depend on the following lemma, the proof of which we give last. 
LEMMA 6. Let .~¢,1 . . . . .  .~,k be k >1 1 matroids on X. Let B be a basis of 
(~¢,1 v ... v.JCk)c, and let E 1 . . . . .  E k be subsets of B satisfying 
(i) E k = B, and 
(ii) for each s = k - 1 . . . . .  1, the set E s is a maximal subset of E s + 1 
subject o the condition there exists a matching F, that matches B with a 
subset of X such that 
£, (E , )  e~ ~ v ... vA '  
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F , (Ep \Ep_ I )  ~dt'P foreach p =s  + 1 . . . . .  k. 
Then E t is a basis o f  (.,trl v ... v.,¢'t)~ fo r  each i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Proof o f  Theorem 3. We first recursively construct subsets E 1 . . . . .  E k of 
B that satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6. 
Let  E k = B. Since B is a basis of (.at1 v ... v.Jt'k)c, there exists a 
matching F = F k which matches B with a set Fk(B) ~at  rl  V ... V.,¢ "k. Let 
Fk(B) = Dk_ 1 U D k where Dk_ 1 f3 D k = ~, Dk_ 1 ~d l  '1 V ... Vdg k - l ,  and 
D k ~t  "k. Let  Ck_ 1 = rZ l (Dk_ l ) .  Then Ck_ 1 satisfies all the properties 
required of Ek_ 1 in (ii) (s = k -  1) of Lemma 6 except possibly the 
maximality requirement. Hence there exists a maximal subset E k_ 1 of E k 
which satisfies (ii) (s = k - 1) of Lemma 6. 
Let s be an integer with 1 ~< s ~< k - 2, and assume that E, + 1 . . . . .  Ek = 
B have been defined and satisfy (ii) of Lemma 6. Let Fs+l(Es+l) = Ds O 
D,+ l, where D~ n D~+ 1 = ~, D~ ~.,trl V ... V~¢ "~, and D~+ 1 ~.,trs+ 1. Then 
C~ = F~Xl(D~) satisfies all the properties required of E~ in (ii) of Lemma 6 
except possibly the maximality requirement, and we choose Es to be maximal 
subject to these properties. In this way we obtain sets E 1 . . . . .  E k which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6. 
Applying Lemma 6, we conclude that E t is a basis of (.jgl V ... V,jtrt)~ 
for each i = 1 . . . . .  k. The sets B 1 = E l, B 2 = Ez \ E 1 . . . . .  Bk = Ek \ Ek-  1 
satisfy the conclusions of the theorem. [] 
Proof o f  Theorem 4. By assumption Y is a basis of (M'(P)) c. Applying 
Theorem 3 with k = p, M "~ =.*¢' for all i, and B = Y, we conclude that 
there exists a partition { A a . . . . .  Ap} of Y and a matching F which matches Y 
with F(Y)  such that A 1 U ... U A s is a basis of (.*¢'(°) c and F(At)  ~r  for 
each i = 1 . . . . .  p. 
Let i be an integer with 1 ~< i ~< p. Since 
r (A1  u ... u A,)  = r (A1)  u ... u r (A , )  
we have that 
pg) (Y )  = Ia l  u ... u a,[ = I r (A ,  u ... u a , ) l  .< p<' ) ( r (Y ) ) .  
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On the other hand, if B~ is a basis of a¢°)(F(Y)), then F- I (Bt)  ~ (,~¢(0)c 
and hence 
Therefore 
p (° (F (¥) )  = IB, I = I r - ' (B , ) l  ~< p~)(¥). 
pg)(Y) = p(O(F(Y)) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  p; 
in particular, Xc(a¢')= X(.JC'(F(Y))). It follows that (2) is the chromatic 
partition of .~tr(F(Y )). • 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let v = (v 1 . . . . .  v s) be a partition of IYI. First 
suppose that there is a G-induced v-coloring of ¢~'. Let Y1 . . . . .  Ys be a 
partition of Y such that IY, I --- v, and there is a total matching F of G such 
that F(Y~) ea¢' for i = 1 . . . . .  s. Then Y1 U ..- U Yi e (a¢°))c and hence 
vt+"'+vi=tY, u...uYil<~p~)(Y), i=1  . . . . .  s. 
Therefore pff ~ v. 
Now suppose that p~ ~ v. By Theorem 4, pff = pA(r(r)). Applying 
Theorem 2 to the matroid ,~'(F(Y)), we conclude that ~'(F(Y))  has a 
v-coloring A 1 . . . . .  A~. But then Yt = F- I (A I )  . . . . .  Y~ = F-I(A~) is a G-in- 
duced v-coloring of a¢'. • 
We conclude by proving the important Lemma 6. We use the following 
notation in the proof. If ,JC(X) is a matroid and A c_ X, then ,~A denotes 
the closure of A (with respect o the matroid a¢). 
Proof of Lemma 6. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 1, there is 
nothing to prove. Assume that k > 1. Let B be a basis of( .~ "1 v ... v /k )c ,  
and let E 1 . . . . .  E k be subsets of B satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) in the 
statement of the lemma. Since a¢ "1 v ... va¢ 'k -- (a¢ "1 v.4t r2) va¢ "3 v .-. v 
a¢ 'k, it follows from the inductive assumption that E~ is a basis of (a¢ "1 
v ... v,~tvt)c for each i = 2 . . . . .  k. Thus we need only prove that E 1 is a 
basis of A" d, that is, Y___ E-~I A~. 
We denote the rank function of a¢' d by Pl. The matching F 1 matches 
B = E k with a subset of X and has the property that FI(E 1) ~a¢ l and 
rl(Ep\Ep_x) Ectl'P for each p = 2 . . . . .  k. Moreover, E 1 is a maximal 
subset of E 2 for which such a matching exists. 
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Assume to the contrary that there exists z E Y \ E 1 such that z ~ E'--~ '~. 
Then E 1 13 {z} ~t r  d. We consider two cases according to whether or not the 
set of neighbors of z is contained in the closure of FI(E 1) with respect o 
.K 1 .
Case 1: 6(z) ~= F I (E I~ ' .  There exists an element x ~ 6(z) such that 
x ~ FI(E1) a''. First suppose that x ~ F,(B). Let i be the smallest integer 
such that x ~ FI(E,). By choice of x, i >i 2. Let w be the element of E~ 
which is matched with x by F 1. Then 
r,(E, , u(w}) = ( r l (~, )  u (x}) u r l (~  \E , )  u .-. ur l (~,  1 \e ,~)  
E (¢~¢1 V "'" V~/ -1)G ,
and this contradicts the maximality property of Et_ 1. Now suppose that 
x ~ FI(B). We consider two subcases. 
Case la: z ~ B. Let h >I 2 be the integer such that z ~ E h E h_ 1. Let F~ be 
the matching defined by 
=/r , (b )  if b~B\(z}, 
F~(b) 
x if b=z.  
Then F' 1 matches B with a subset of X. We have 
F~(Eh_ 1U{z}) = (rl(E~) u (x}) u r l (E~\~l )  u ... UFI(Eh_I\Eh_~) 
E.~ 1 V "'" V.4~ oh-  1, 
F~(Eh\(Eh_ 1 U {z})) ___ FI(Eh\Eh_~) ~. , I  h, 
and 
r;(Ep\Ep_,)=rl(Ep\Ep_l)e~P for p=h+l  . . . . .  k, 
contradicting the maximality property of E h_ 1" 
Case lb: zC~B. Then F~' defined by F~(b)=Fl (b)  if b~B,  and 
F~'(z) = x is a matching which matches B U {z} with 
r , (B)  u (x} = ( r , (~, )  u (x}) u r , (~\E1)  u ... u r l (Ek\Ek_l)  
~..~'1 V - . .  V..~¢ "k, 
contradicting the assumption that B is a basis of  ( . ,~ "1 V "" V .~Vk)  G. 
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Case 2: 8(z) _ F I (E I~ ' .  Since FI(E 1) ~,d '1, for each element x 
FI(E1) ~'1 \ FI(E1), there exists a unique circuit C= with x ~ C, __c_ FI(E1) 
t3 {x}. For each x ~ r l (E l )  d~, we set 
= [{x}  if x ~ r l (E l ) ,  
D(x)  
C x \ { x } otherwise. 
We inductively define sets 
11 c I  2C .-. CIp GF I (E I )  (3) 
and sets 
Jt c J2 c ... c Jp _c E 1 (4) 
for some integer p i> 1 determined as follows. Let 
I1 = U D(a) Gr l (E1)  and J1 =r11( I1 )  ~F , .  
aES(z) 
Suppose t is an integer such that 11 . . . . .  It-1 and J1 . . . . .  Jt-1 have been 
defined and satisfy (3) and (4) with p --- t - 1, respectively, and assume that 
8(Jr-1) c_ FI(Et) z'~. We then define 
It = U D(a) and Jt = F~-l(It) • 
a E 8(j t_ 1) 
Since Fl(Jt_ 1) = It-1, we have I t_ 1 G 8(Jr-1) and so 
It-1C-" U D(a)  = It 
a~8(Jt_ 1) 
and hence Jr-1 C Jr. We now show that the inclusion I t_ 1 ~ It is proper, 
and thus that the inclusion Jr-1 c--Jt is also proper. Since 8(z) ___ 
~'#~ = rl(j~-) ~'~ ___ 8(j1) "~, we have 8(z) ___ 8("~-'t)¢ ¢ and so 
8(j y" = 8(j,  u { z}) " .  
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We also have 
8(jr_ 0 c U O(a) " '= ~t~'~' 
a ~ 8(Jr_ 1) 
and so 
8(Jr-, u {z}) ~ 8(Jr_,) ~ = ~r' .  
Recalling that E 1 U {z} ~a¢'~, we have that f (8 ( ] , _1  U {z}) >t I],-1 u (z)l. 
Since I t ~ FI(E1) ~a¢ "1, we have f ( I  t) = II, I and hence 
II, I f> pl(8(J,_l u {z}) )  >/IJ,-x u {z}l = IL- l l  + 1 = II,_11 + 1. 
We conclude that I t_ 1 is a proper subset of I t. Thus there is a smallest 
integer p such that I 1 . . . . .  Ip (and thus J1 . . . . .  ]p) are defined but 8(Jp) 
FI(EI) a'' (and thus Ip+ l and Jp+l are not defined). 
We inductively define elements jr in Jr and elements i r = Fl(fl) and I~ 
(r = p . . . . .  1), and elements x~ in X (r = p + 1, p . . . . .  1) as follows. _Let 
jp ~ Jp and xp+l ~ X be such that xp+l ~ 8(jp) and xp+l q~ F -~ l~.  
Let ip be the element of Ip such that F l ( jp)= ip. Suppose that t is an 
integer with p i> t > 1 such that jp . . . . .  jt, ip . . . . .  it+l, and x-+l . . . . .  xt+l 
have been defined. Then let i t = Fl(jt), let x t be an element ofeS(Jt_ l) such 
that i t ~ D(xt), and let j , -1 be an element of Jt-x such that x t E 8(jr_l). 
Also let i x = Fl(jl), and let x I be an element of ~/(z) such that i x ~ D(xl).  
We now prove several facts which summarize properties of these three 
sequences. 
(a) Jl ~ Jl \ {z} and for all s with 9. <~ s <~ p, we have j~ eL\L_l: 
Since J1 --- E1 and z ~ E l, we have j l  ~ J1 \ {z}. Suppose to the contrary 
that j ,  ~ J~- l  for some s. Then 8(j~) c 8(J~-l), so that Xs+ 1 ~ 8(J~_l) and 
hence i~+ 1 ~ D(x,+l c I~. Thereforejs+l = Fl-l(i~+l) ~ Fl-l(I~) = J r  Re- 
peating this argument, we conclude that j_ ~ Jp 1, but this contradicts the 
definition of p [jp m Jp_l implies 8(Jp~ ~ 8(-Jp_ 1 ) and hence 8(1p_ 1) 
r l(  E1)"']. 
(b) For all s with 2 <~ s <~ p we have i~ ~ Is \ Is_ 1: This follows from 
(a) above. 
(c) x 1 ~ B(z), x 2 ~ 8( J1) \  8(z), and for all s with 3 <~ s <<. p + i we 
have x, ~ 8(L -0 \ [8 (L -~)  u 8(z)]: By definition x x ~ $(z) and x~ 
8(J~_ l) for 2 ~< s ~< p + 1. If x 2 ~ t}(z), then D(x~) c I x and we have 
iz ~ D(xz)  ~ I~ contradicting (b) above. Thus xz ~ B(z), and it follows in a 
similar way that x, ~ $(J~_~) t.) $(z) for 3 ~ s ~< t + 1. 
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(d) The elements Jl . . . . .  Jr are distinct, and so are the elements 
x 1 . . . . .  xp+l; if  for  some s with 1 <~ s <<. p + 1 we have x s ~ FI(E1), then 
s <<. p and x, = i s: This is a consequence of (a), (c), and the definition of 
the x,. 
(e) For all s with 1 < s <~ p - 1 we have D(x s) c FI(E l) \ {is+ 1 . . . . .  ip}: 
If for some s this were not so, then there would exist r with s + 1 ~< r ~< p 
such that i~ ~ D(x~) c_ l~, contradicting (b). 
(f) For all s with 1 <<. s <~ p we have 
(FI(E1) \ {i . . . . . .  ip}) ~ {x 2 . . . . .  Xp+l} E -~ f¢l 
and 
. . . . . .  ip}] U{x2 ..... Xp} = rl(E ) : 
Since Xp = ip or both xp ~ FI(E 1) and ip E Cx~ , we are able to conclude 
that[F l (E1) \{ ip}]  U {Xp} ~.4[¢1 and [F I (E1) \  {ip}] U {xp} ~ ' '=  FI(E1) ~''. 
Now suppose that for some s with l~<s ~<p-1  we have (FI(E1) \ 
{is+ 1 . . . . .  ip}) I,.J {Xs+ 1 . . . . .  Xp} ~.~1 and 
\ {is+l . . . .  • ip})U{x~+l,.. ., Xp} ~trl ~-~ r l (  El)"11. 
If x s ~ i s, then i s ~ D(xs) and it follows from (e) that 
(FI(E1) \ {i . . . . . .  ip}) U {x . . . . . .  Xp} E.JI "1 ( s )  
and 
(FI(E1) \ {i . . . . . .  ip}) U {x . . . . . .  Xp} ~r~= FI(E1) ~'~. (6) 
If x s = i s, (5) and (6) are trivially true. Finally, if 1 ~< s ~< p, then because 
Xp+ 1 ~ FI(EI), (5) and (6) imply that (FI(E 1) \ {i . . . . . .  ip}) LJ {x . . . . . .  Xp, 
Xp+ 1} ~,1 .  
Continuing with the proof, we now distinguish two subcases. 
Case 2a: x 2 ~ Fl(B \ E l) for some integer s with 1 ~< s < p + 1. If 
s = p + 1, we easily get a contradiction (see the argument at the beginning 
of case 1). Now assume that Xp+ 1 q~ FI(B\E1).  Let s be the greatest 
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integer satisfying the assumption of this case, and let b = F{-l(x~) ~ B \E  I. 
It follows from (d) that F~ defined by 
r (x)=rl(x) . . . . .  j .} )  and F~( j , )=x ,+ 1 (s<~i<~p) 
is a matching which matches B with a subset of X. 
Let h be the integer with 2 ~< h ~< k such that b ~ E h \ E h_ 1. Then 
F~(Eh_ 1 U{b}) = F~(E l U {b}) u r ' l (~  \E l )  u ... uF~(Eh_ 1 \Eh_2)  , 
which equals 
We also have 
[(rt(E1) \ {i . . . . . .  ip}) I.J (X . . . . . .  Xp+l}] 
ur l (E~\~l )  u ... u r l (Eh - l \Eh -~)  
~.d  1 V ... V.4trh-1. 
and 
F~(E h \ (Eh_ 1 U {b})) _ rt( E h \ Eh_l) e~trh, 
r~(E , \E , _ l )  = rl(E,  \~ ,_ , )  e~,  (h + 1 ~< i ~< k), 
and this contradicts the maximality property of E h_ 1" 
Case 2b: x~ f~ FI(B \ E 1) for each integer s with 1 <~ s <~ p + 1. 
suppose that z ~ B. Define F~ as follows: 
r ' l (z)  = Xl, r~(j~) = xs+ 1 
and 
(1 <s  <p) ,  
r (y) =rl(y) (y sx{j  ..... j.}). 
First 
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It is easy to check klsing (d) above that F~ matches B U {z} with a subset of 
X. Moreover, 
r'x(B u {z})  = \ (i1 . . . . .  ip})  U {X x . . . . .  Xp+l} ] 
U F,(E2 \E l )  U .-- U FI(Ek \Ek_x) ,  
which by (f) above is in ./ , l  v ... v./ 'k. Hence B U {z} ~ (./,1 V ... V 
./,k)~, contradicting the fact that B is a basis of (¢/,1 v ... v. / 'k)c.  
Now suppose that z ~ B. Then there exists an integer h with 2 ~< h ~< k 
such that z ~ Eh, \ E h_ 1" Define F~ by 
E(z) = xl, r'x(js ) = x~+ x (1 ~< s ~< p), 
and 
El(x) = El(X ) (x ~: B \  {g,j  1 . . . . .  jp}). 
Then it easily follows that F~ is a matching, and using this matching we 
contradict the maximality of E h_ 1. • 
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